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Virtual storage

You asked me if I felt the transaction you described as virtual storage was, in my opinion, acceptable
under the PBR. I talked with Jeff briefly to further Llnderstand the transaction that was being proposed
would not be in favor of executing this transaction for the following reasons:

1. My understanding of the transaction is that it increases withdrawals to take advantage of the inverted
storage credit. By increasing withdrawals, the benc:hmark is inflated. Our actual gas costs remain
unchanged. We make more money and the ratepayers charges go up. The Adm. Code and the PGA
tariffs state that we should not enter into transactions that will raise costs. In this case, costs are definitely
raised and we would tIe violating both the Code and our tariffs.

2. In the PBR case we, testified that the company had very littlE~ control over withdrawals, they were a
function of weather and operations. It would appear with this transaction that we can manipulate
withdrawals.

3. The PBR was approved on the basis that we would be benefitting both ratepayers and shareholders.
Staff (Iannello) was concerned we would try to manipulate storage to raise the benchmark with customers
paying higher costs. \life testified that doing so would be bad business practice. Our goal was to lower
costs and obtain a berlefit for shareholders. This transaction would be the opposite of our testimony.

4. This is the first year under a PBR for any utility in Illinois and many people will be interested in our
results and what we did to achieve them. I think we will have to respond to a number of questions from
staff on how we changed our buying to beat the belnchmark. If staff were to find and understand this
transaction, how would our chances of continuing t!he PBR be impacted?

As I understand it, this transaction does not lower ~,as costs to customers. With gas prices at record levels
and if we make a lot from the PBR, if our gas costs are not the lowest in the State, we could have a lot of
scrutiny. I would think I:hat this transaction would justify staff's c;oncern about paRs and damage our
..credibility .

cc: Jeff l\-1etz, Lonnie Upshaw
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